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Customer service has been the focus of companies for the past decade.
In Rochester, New York, businesses large and small have demonstrated
concern for service excellence.
Quality of service is defined by the customer. For one Rochester
company, this case study will set parameters to determine whether gaps are
present between corporate client expectations and employee perception.
Tabulated gaps can be identified and narrowed to secure the company as
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My first introduction into Hospitality Management occurred eighteen years
ago and I still can recall Management 101 instructed by Mr. Hundredmark. He
probably never knew what an impact he made in my career.
Two principles in particular I have always remembered and utilized in my
management style. First, people management. Always consider people first.
This is the solid ground on which I built my drive of customer service. And
second, never assume anything in management. I felt the advice always came
in handy.
I found my buried notes from Management I and II to be most interesting.
The topics taught in the 70's including communication mix, cooperation, the
pursuit of excellence, motivating employees, and the process of management
have been renamed in the 90's. The new improved models are closing the
quality gaps, teamwork, total quality management, empowerment, and creating
company culture.
My work experience, coupled with my graduate studies, and the long
hours of literature review have enhanced my career and personal self worth and
satisfaction. To my classmates, I wish the same gratification and success
brought through our teamwork, networking, and individual projects.
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In the last decade, the rallying cry for businesses has been
customer service*. National attention is riveted on designing systems that
promise enhanced customer service while recognizing and rewarding the
leaders with prestigious awards like the Malcolm Baldridge Award for
superior service.
All companies large and small are concerned with service
excellence to some degree. In fact, for many companies gaining
competitive advantage means offering customer service better than rival
companies.
Getting to that level-superior customer service-is no slight task. It
means examining all aspects of the business in light of expressed goals,
identifying all gaps between expressed intentions and actual delivery and
bridging these gaps quickly and effectively.
This study will examine the process of identifying gaps as a way of
providing insight into delivering excellent service.
PROBLEM
What is the difference between client expectations and employee
perceptions of service quality? Serv-Rite Corporation, a contract food
service company in New York State, is the focus of this study.
BACKGROUND
On August 8, 1 989, two food service companies became one.
Serv-Rite Corporation, Rochester New York, had just celebrated twenty-
five years of successful contract feeding within the community. Versatile
Corporation, of Ithaca New York, a success story in the southern tier,
offered both contract feeding as well as vending services for fifteen years.
Catering and special events were also well established in each company.
A strong unique culture had developed within each, as well as a
clear following. Customer satisfaction was always the first priority! The
owners adapted a
"hands-on"
approach to service and were always
willing to pitch in and assist an employee or serve a customer.
Education, training, and experience in contract food service and
vending has shown the principal owners that each facility they service has
its own special demands and needs. The ability to customize food
service to the individual needs of the client is a recognized asset of both
companies.
With the merger of Serv-Rite and Versatile, the present Serv-Rite
Corporation emerged over a five year phase-out of the original owner and
founder. During the five year transition, "impact
players"
began uniting
the expanded market area. Impact players consist of the CEO, President,
Vice-President, CFO, Regional and Area Supervisors and Department
heads. Unique, formalized business plans for the fresh new company
were drawn.
Like all service companies, Serv-Rite must not only articulate a
sound business plan, but also ensure the plan is implemented. Given the
new company still retains elements of the cultures of the two old
companies, the fulfillment of this task may be more challenging than for
other firms with a longer history.
Bringing the two companies together has been the issuance and
use of common business plans for the last three years. An essential
component of the plan is marketing; in fact, the business plan may be
considered a marketing plan.
While these steps offer a level of measuring service performance,
it does not provide any perspective on what employees think customers
want and what customers actually want. If it were possible to gain
information on these perceptions (employees), and expectations
(customers), the company could move closer to meeting or even
exceeding customer expectations.
What this paper proposes to do is to examine an avenue of service
review whereby the company can look at the impact of employee
perceptions, and customer expectations so that gaps can be identified
and narrowed. Serv-Rite may then emerge as a stronger, competitive
provider of customer satisfaction.
PURPOSE
The purpose of this study is to determine where and to what




perceptions exist in regard to quality performance.
Benchmarking is an added advantage for future management decision
making. This study will be used to examine three regional areas within
Serv-Rite Corporation with purpose of establishing benchmarking. Any
conclusions summarized may be used as guidelines for future business
activities.
SIGNIFICANCE
Due to the intense market competition, continuous total quality
management is a must for survival. This study is to be utilized internally.
It is intended to measure whether Serv-Rite is attuned to customer
expectations, and if not, which areas can be improved upon during the
next year. Feedback may be used as a tool to benchmark the company
against the competition.
DEFINITION OF TERMS
Benchmarking: An external focus on internal activities, functions,
or operations in order to achieve continuous improvement.
Internal Benchmarking: Analysis of existing practices within
divisions of the company to look for best performance.
Empowerment: A delegation of authority, normally reserved for
management, is given to the line employees.
Corporate Culture: The behavioral pattern that an organization
develops and encourages new employees to follow.
Internal Customer: A person who works within the organization.
External Customer: A customer who comes from outside the
organization in search of a product or service.
Impact Players: An internal decision-making group, consisting of
the CEO, CFO, President, Vice-President, Regional and Area
Supervisors, and Department Heads.
Assessment: A quality audit. A systematic examination of a
company's actions in comparison with a standard.
Stakeholder: Any individual who has vested interest in the
company.
Mission Statement of Serv-Rite: Serv-Rite will provide the
maximum variety, highest quality, most reasonable prices, and expedient
and courteous service within the parameters dictated by the facility and
our mutually agreed upon contract.
Business Partnering: Building of alliances throughout an
organization's business network for mutual benefit. This occurs through
pooling of resources in a trusting atmosphere with focus on continuous,
mutual improvement.
Rightsizing: Maintaining the correct collection of high-caliber
managers and subordinates to successfully achieve present targets and
to build onto tomorrow's challenges.
Macroanalysis: The examination of where the organization is,
where it wants to go, and what the team must do to get there.
Microanalysis: A closer examination to a particular area of
concern to determine real issues and problems, what drives the process,
and what improvements can be made.
SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS
The questionnaire was distributed in September 1 994. Nine
months of the 1994 Business Plan were in practice.
The CEO encouraged employees to evaluate their understanding
of the client's expectations of the food service operation. Reassurance
was given that the questionnaire was not an evaluation of their unit or of
their performance. Managers stressed confidentiality.
Clients were also presented with a letter from the CEO, expressing
the importance of identifying any gaps between intentions and actual
delivery, in order to bridge the gaps quickly and effectively. They were
also informed that further insight was to be achieved through polling our
employees to identify where and if any gaps between client expectations
and employee perceptions exist in regard to quality performance.
Survey responses were a crucial part of the 1995 Business Plan as
well as the basis of this project.
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HYPOTHESIS
The questionnaire reveals where the company's business program
is believed to be. Gathering information from employees and key
contacts can provide an overall grasp of any quality concepts and quality
management requirements and can thereby provide direction and focus
for management plans.
It is expected that there will be gaps between employee
perceptions and client expectations. If there are few or no gaps found,
partnerships between customer and provider are sound, but still require
continuous quality management to keep ahead of the competition.
Should gaps appear, the relationship between clients and the company
must strengthen by assuring and addressing areas of concern. When the
company quickly corrects gaps, a negative view can change into a
positive. Word of mouth is a viable tool in the marketplace. A good
reputation may lead to potential clients.
8
CHAPTER II
You see things; and you say
Why?"




In October 1994, "Leadership 2000: Service
Symposium"
was
co-sponsored by the Educational Foundation of the National Restaurant
Association, Restaurants & Institutions magazine and American
Express.
The Symposium Executive Summary states the vision of the
program: Creation of a "unique, premier,
visionary"
executive-level
event that presented a view of service from organizations that are
shaping consumer expectations. The steering council set forth the
following goals:
To have dynamic interaction
To have leadership attendance
To have attendees gain an understanding of the impact
on service to their employees, customers, and bottom
line
To have this understanding give attendees a
competitive edge
To set a new standard for executive-level foodservice
meetings
During the three day conference, one hundred invited guests
explored service from many different angles to provide insight,
information, and solutions for foodservice companies. Critical issues
facing executive management at fast food, mid-scale, family-style,
casual dining, fine dining, hotel, and non-commercial organizations were
examined.
Industry leaders gathered to learn about service strategies
practiced by top non-foodservice companies known for setting the
service standards for all companies in the United States.
Mr. George Rice, FMP and Chairman of The Educational
Foundation of the National Restaurant Association, summarizes what
the customer means when they say service. They want it all...what they
want, when they want it, provided by genuinely warm and friendly
servers who are accurate, well trained and with some authority to
resolve any problems that might occur.
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According to Leonard A. Schlesinger, Harvard Business School,
we are moving away from the post-war economy which was focused on
increasing production and efficiency. We are moving toward a
competitive strategy-managing market share as a surrogate for
profitability. We need to move from a market share focus to a quality
orientation-Total Quality Company 100-120% customer satisfaction. If
you really, really satisfy customers, profitability will emerge. A company
can research customer opinion about how they feel about service, but
more positive action could be taken with research that provides direction
on how to improve service.
Schlesinger further explains customer loyalty is one of the drivers
of profitability. One cannot focus solely on present customers and
exclude new clients, and vice versa. One must manage the efforts of
customer reach, frequency, and retention simultaneously.
According to Schlesinger, one if the key drivers of loyalty is
customer satisfaction which is based on delivering an attractive value
(quality/cost ratio) and service designed to meet targeted needs. Value
drives customer loyalty. The old 'either
or1
is now 'and'... it's not value or
cost... it's value and cost. Operators need to increase and maximize the
efficiency of those things that add value and forget the rest. ("Service as
11
Quantifiable Product", Executive Summary, The Educational Foundation
of the National Restaurant Association, 1994)
During the conference, a presentation was made entitled
"Companies that Make Service Work". Four presenters proclaimed
familiar messages.
There is a link to providing good service and not feeling
subservient, and it all starts with hiring. Rosenbluth International's
management philosophy is to attract, retain, and develop quality people
from a variety of backgrounds and provide them with the best training
tools to maximize their potential. Their training programs are shared
with outside companies through a new initiative called "Learning
Frontiers."
(Hal F. Rosenbluth, Rosenbluth International, "Companies
that Make Service Work", The Educational Foundation of the National
Restaurant Association, 1994)
Federal Express is one of five service companies that has been
awarded the Malcolm Baldridge Award for Excellence. They attribute
their success to "putting people
first."
Their corporate philosophy is
people, service, profit. They put people first, followed by an emphasis
on delivering high levels of service to their customers which, in turn, will
produce profit. (William G. Fraine, Vice President-Sales, Federal
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Express Corporation, The Educational Foundation of the National
Restaurant Association, 1 994)
Southwest Airlines is widely acclaimed for its break with airline
industry traditions. They are well known for low fares, unorthodox
leadership, and enthusiastic employees. Southwest's Mission: A
dedication to the highest quality of customer service delivered with a
sense ofwarmth, friendliness, individual pride, and company spirit. At
Southwest the customers are first, but the employees are more first.
Southwest Airlines hires
"attitude"
to enable them to deliver service with
soul...what they also refer to as "Positively Outrageous Service "...
spontaneous and unexpected, it builds lifetime customers. (Fiona
Cross-Mesko, District Marketing Manager, Southwest Airlines, The
Educational Foundation of the National Restaurant Association, 1994)
Service is at the foundation of value at Rubbermaid.
Commitment starts at the topit won't succeed if it is viewed as the
"program of the
month."
At Rubbermaid, they call their people
"associates"...everyone takes pride in being part of a service culture.
Their vision: uncompromising commitment to customer satisfaction.
Rubbermaid has adopted a new approach to thinking for a
manufacturing organization. They view themselves as both a
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manufacturing and a service company. It is felt that high customer
service performance always equates to high growth and high profit
levels.
Rubbermaid recognizes there are new realities for competing in
the nineties:
Increasing global and domestic competition
Customers want it all and get it all
Customers expect superior service, value, and competitive
prices
Brand loyalty is a fragile commodity
Winning today is no guarantee ofwinning tomorrow
Joseph M. Ramos, President & General Manager, Rubbermaid
Commercial Products Inc., states Rubbermaid's Continuous Value
Improvement (CVI) culture... they are better today than yesterday and
will be better tomorrow than they are today.
The new approach at Rubbermaid incorporates:
Viewing customers, suppliers and associates as partners.
They work with suppliers, moving from buy/sell
relationships to partnerships.
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Marketing and development associates working in their
customer's field/operations to better understand their
customer's problems.
Customer satisfaction being continually measured
because they believe it is a determinant or is predictive of
future behavior.
Benchmarking against Best in Class...finding the best
companies in each area to compare themselves to for
creating goals and monitoring progress.
Empowering people but holding them accountable.
Creating learning contracts with their associates
(employees) - training is not optional!
The CVI program has to continually be reinforced. Rubbermaid
posts progress on the walls to keep it in front of their associates and
customers. It is believed the CVI culture improves morale, which is very
much related to customer satisfaction. Satisfied customers are used as
a competitive weapon. They will sell for you and make your marketing
team more powerful. (Joseph M. Ramos, President & General Manager,
Rubbermaid Commercial Products Inc., The Educational Foundation of
the National Restaurant Association, 1994)
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In 1987 the Malcolm Baldrige Award was established to promote
quality awareness, recognize quality achievements of United States
companies, and publicize successful quality strategies. The criteria is
as follows: (David J. Barram, Deputy Secretary U.S. Department Of
Commerce, The Educational Foundation of the National Restaurant
Association, 1994)
Companies are directed toward results and business
performance
Address financial performance




Rely on benchmarking and challenge to "beat the
best"
The conference concluded with a challenge for one of the
Leadership 2000: Service Symposium attendees to be the first
restaurant recipient of the Malcolm Baldrige Award.
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THE QUALITY PRINCIPLE
In 1950, during the post-war years, Japan sought the aid ofW.
Edwards Deming to rebuild their economy. Dr. Deming, the prophet of
quality, proclaims total quality management. He taught the Japanese to
learn through the customer. What did they want? What were they
unhappy about? He believed business success was achieved through
quality not quantity production.
As Japanese products began to outsell American goods in the
1980s, American manufacturers tried unsuccessfully to copy the
Japanese. They did not know what to copy! In 1981 , Ford began
talking to Dr. Deming. These talks brought about great cultural change
over time. Since the Industrial Revolution, there had been no changes
with such magnitude. According to L. Dobyns, Deming required thinking
cooperatively. Everyone must concentrate on making what the
customers want and always making it better and affordable. Deming
summarized his thoughts by identifying 14 points for TQM companies to
follow:
1 . Create constancy of purpose toward improvement of
product and service. Have a long-term aim. Have a
17
purpose beyond making money. Make that purpose your
mission.
2. Adopt the new philosophy. Everyone wins. Teach to
employees, customers, and suppliers. Put into practice.
3. Design Quality. Deming recommends eliminating
inspectors and rewarding people for finding errors,
stopping the process and improving both the process and
quality as work is performed.
4. Do not buy on price tag alone. Minimize total cost in
the long run. Deming recommends new thinking in vendor
relationships. Instead of awarding work on the basis of
lowest bid, which often means the lowest quality,
companies need to develop long-term relationships with
suppliers - some as sole-source suppliers-for any one
item.
5. Continuous improvement. Quality requires ongoing
commitment to continuous improvement, elimination of
waste, and reductions in cycle times. This can be
achieved when management rewards the creativity and
initiative of employees who try new things and who
18
accomplish benefits for customers and gains for the
company.
6. Training for skills. People are the only ones that create
change. Train to do better. Management needs to set
expectations for employees and demonstrate how workers
can be successful in their jobs. Companies must also train
their suppliers in new work methods. People want to do a
good job. Give them the tools.
7. Adapt and institute leadership principles for the
people. Recognition of different abilities, capabilities, and
aspirations. Everyone has to be in tune. Managers
develop people. A manager's final product is creating an
environment in which people can make their best
contributions-which result in the organization being
successful and the customers being satisfied.
8. Drive out fear. Build trust. Deming correctly declares
that the companies who make it
"unsafe"
for employees to
ask questions and to take responsibility risks are facing
their own obsolescence. Employees who are afraid are
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not free to create. If employees are not free to create, they
cannot meet changing customer needs.
9. Break down barriers. (Between departments). Build
systems (teams). Contribution not competition. In the
service industries, this concept can be applied by
integrating planners, systems designers, marketers,
financial analysts and customers when services are being
developed and process flows are being detailed.
10. Eliminate slogans, exhortations and targets for the
workplace. Deming is opposed to competition within,
between and among units of the same organization,
believing that kind of competition works against the goal of
removing internal barriers. Deming says organizations
need to redirect the competitive spirit to their real
competitors on the outside.
11. Method. Eliminate numerical goals and quota. This is a
difficult concept to grasp. Everyone knows that business
runs on numbers! Translated to a functional definition, this
means that achieving the numbers alone does not mean
achieving quality, or maintaining or expanding market
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share, or providing for innovation in new products and
services.
12. Remove barriers to pride ofworkmanship. It is
management's responsibility to listen to workers and to
determine the barriers that interfere with their good
performance. Deming places a great amount of emphasis
on management's role to provide an environment where
employees can excel consistently.
13. Continuous education. New learning and continuous
training accompany the route toward continuous
improvement.
14. Accomplish the transformation. To bring about the
transformation in your company, everyone has to be
committed. Total quality is a process of action to carry out
its quality mission. Total quality is a process that
recognizes the total organization as a system including all
internal and external parties-customers, suppliers, and
competitors.
These 14 points must work together. And it takes time. No
matter what we did, Deming wanted everyone to win.
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Today's service breakthrough prophets expound on Deming's
fourteen points. Manufacturers have applied quality management of
Tom Peters, and quality service principles of Jan Carlzon, Karl Albrecht,
and Ken Blanchard to create new culture within their companies.
Within one's community, Total Quality Management is not only
found in manufacturing, but it is taught and practiced in colleges,
universities, local government, school administrations, and a mix of local
companies. Rochester, New York is believed by some leaders to be a
hotbed for quality programs.
George Fisher, Kodak Chairman and CEO, believes quality is
about people. He states, "Total Quality Management works. The
problem is that too many companies think of quality as some detached
process with goals and measures, and forget that what it's really about
is people and relationships working toward results. It is not enough to
pull a team together, develop and diagram an improvement process, put
a framed copy of mission, vision and quality principles on the wall, and
voila!
"The challenge is to resist putting form over substance, and to
realize that people are our primary source of progress. For a
corporation, those people are customers and employees, as well as
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suppliers and others in the communities in which we operate who help
us meet and exceed customer expectations.
"That is why I view total customer satisfaction and employee
satisfaction as key drivers in the race to improve quality and financial
performance."
(George Fisher, "The Pieces of Quality", Democrat and
Chronicle/Times-Union, Monday, October 3, 1 994)
Kenneth M. Guyett, manager of Total Quality Initiatives at the
Industrial Management Council, Rochester, New York, proclaims a
leader must be a visionary, risk-taker, change agent and mover-and-
shaker. Living in a time of constant economic, social, and political
change, TQM leadership has become more crucial. TQM leaders are
not idealists. They have the ability to make others believe the vision
and work with others to turn it into reality.
Guyett, who has taught leadership to people from dozens of local
organizations, said, "When leadership takes hold, it most often first
appears in the realization that there's personal power in the
organization that we have not
tapped."
(Kenneth M. Guyett, "The
Pieces of Quality", The Democrat and Chronicle/ Times-Union. Monday,
October 3, 1 994)
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Two years ago at Crosman Corporation, East Bloomfield, New
York, an air gun factory, managers unveiled a new team-oriented
manufacturing plan that empowered the employees and redesigned the
plant. This enabled Crosman to save so much space that they were
able to move another company to East Bloomfield that was just
purchased in Wisconsin.
The consolidation, according to Vice President of Systems and
Planning, Chuck Kester, not only made the same space more
productive, but also reduced inventories and "improved our ability to
respond quickly to customer demand. It became their project. They
were the movers. We just gave them the support to do
it."
(Kathleen
Driscoll, "The Pieces of Quality", The Democrat and Chronicle/ Times-
Union, Monday, October 3, 1 994)
Xerox Corporation, 1990 Baldridge winner, was losing market
share in the early 1980's. They knew they had some catching up to do.
Through their benchmarking efforts, dramatic results occurred. "There's
some fundamental reason you should be benchmarking; because it
works,"
said Robert Camp, a Xerox Corporation manager and
international expert on the subject, to the Democrat and Chronicle
Newspaper October 3, 1994. According to the article, benchmarking
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has taken hold in manufacturing, service and nonprofit organizations as
part of total quality management.
Experts say fierce competition forces organizations to look
outside for new ideas as part of a continual quest for improvement.
In 1984, Xerox launched an ambitious program of "Leadership
Through
Quality."
They paid to hear all the quality gurus and spoke with
other corporations using TQM. What they heard-and what Xerox
learned from its experience-is that each organization has to create its
own strategy and develop a plan with its people that fits its culture.
Peter Capezio, in Taking the Mystery Out of TQM, lists the four
core principles ofXerox Corporation. Customer satisfaction stands
alone and ranks first in importance. The other three are equal in
importance: achieving projected return on assets, increasing market
share, and maintaining a dedicated workforce.
Xerox identified these core values:
Success through customer satisfaction
Deliver quality and excellence in all things
Maintain a premium return on assets
Acquire the technology to develop marketplace
leadership
25
Develop employees to their fullest potential
Act as a responsible corporate citizen
Xerox also named six enablers to produce Quality:
Behavioral change for senior management
Transition teams
Training
Modification of the reward and recognition system
New communication patterns and norms
Tools and processes




Communication and problem-solving training
Benchmarking
Calculating the cost of nonconformance
Measurements of quality (products and processes)
Management by fact (data collection and analysis)
Mapping each process to create a
"seamless"
organization
Monthly client surveys assist Xerox in learning what contacts
need and want and what they will pay to get the conveniences and
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features that will mean the most to them. Xerox then used the
information to plan and develop delivery ofwhat the customer wants.
Team Xerox has more than 7,000 teams worldwide and says over
75% of its workforce is active on one or more teams. The teams are
credited with saving $116 million by tightening production cycles,
reducing scrap, and devising standards and measures to improve
processes.
Xerox did extensive benchmarking on 240 key areas of product,
service, and business performance.
"Standards"
came from world
leaders in each category, regardless of industry.
Xerox's advice to those who will implement TQM:
TQM is a top-down process; management must lead it.
The organization will have to
"mature"
into TQM.
There will be a change in the company's culture.
TQM requires discipline and patience; it is not for the
superstar leader who will not let go of control or the
limelight.
In TQM, everybody shines; they have to!
(Capezio, Taking the Mystery Out of TQM. Career Press, New Jersey,
1993)
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In his latest book, Raving Fans, Ken Blanchard defines quality as
how one's product works in relation to the customer's need. He feels
this is only one aspect of customer service. Customer service covers all
the customers needs and expectations. Raving Fans are created when
we exceed customers expectations.
In a very unique and simplified manner, Blanchard expounds on
his concept of creating Raving Fans:
DecideWhat You Want - You are the source. When you
decide what you want, you must create a vision of
perfection centered on the customer.
DiscoverWhat the CustomerWants - Discover the
customers'
vision of what they really want and then alter
your vision if need be. The customer's vision may only
focus on a few things. It is here that you fill in with your
own vision.
Pay attention to internal and external customers. "If
you don't look after your people, they won't look after your
customers...And when they do, if you say that and reward
them, they'll do it again and again.... It's called common
28
sense."
(Blanchard, Raving Fans, William Morrow, New
York, 1993)
Plus One Percent - The one percent is to keep you
moving ahead and focused beyond your vision. The one
percent rule reminds me all I have to do is to improve one
percent. Improving by one percent each week puts me
50% ahead by the end of the year.
One percent has a second advantage. One percent
allows you to add the magic ingredient that guarantees
improvement rather than just change. The magic
ingredient is flexibility. Flexibility has to do with what was
delivered as part of the customer service product.
Consistency has to do with how it was delivered.
"Consistency alongside ongoing improvement, plus the ability to
alter course guickly are the keys to creating Raving Fans. Promise
more only up to the point you can deliver consistently and then deliver
more using The Rule of One Percent. That is the way to
go."
(Blanchard, Raving Fans, William Morrow, New York, 1993)
According to David Greising in the August 8, 1994 issue of
Business Week, companies are rethinking quality. There are growing
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numbers of companies that are focusing their efforts to improve quality
on measures that produce tangible customer benefits while lowering
costs or increasing sales.
Today's rallying cry: return on quality. Practices such as better
product designs and swifter manufacturing aren't being rejected, but
advocates of the new theory are abandoning the narrow statistical
benchmarks worshipped by some TQM acolytes. Instead, managers are
trying to make sure that the quality they offer is the quality their
customers want. And they're starting to use sophisticated financial tools
to ensure that quality programs have a payoff.
Return on Quality is more than just a new twist on an old theme.
Many companies believe that applying a bottom-line discipline to quality
is crucial at a time when the economy is rebounding and competition is
growing.
To its advocates, ROQ is about getting companies back to
something that's equally intrinsic to everyone's business: customer
focus. Instead of talking about attracting new customers with dazzling
statistical displays of quality, ROQ emphasizes customer retention.
After all, selling more to existing customers is a cheaper way to build
market share than luring business away from competitors. Extensive
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surveying, perhaps even inviting customers into design and production
processes helps companies identify the key factors that affect
customers'
buying decisions.
We can examine how companies are rethinking quality:
AT&T Telecommunications giant measures all quality
programs in terms of financial returns. Demands at least
10% return on quality investments.
UPS Instead of stressing prompt delivery at any cost,
the company is giving drivers free time to talk with
customers. The hand-holding improves customer relations
and helps develop sales leads. UPS figures the drivers
could produce millions in additional sales.
Federal Express Rather than just pushing workers to
meet strict package-sorting goals, FedEx is investing in
sorting equipment. The company hopes to cut down on
misdirected packages, which can cost it $50 a piece.
That eye on financial results keeps quality programs from running
amok, ROQ proponents argue. And for the first time since Deming
launched the quality imperatives, companies can start developing
precise tools to measure results.
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CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT AND BUSINESS PARTNERING
Authors Charles Poirier and William Houser embrace the
argument that continuous improvement must be created and sustained
throughout the organization.
Business partnering is the second theme of their book, Business
Partnering For Continuous Improvement, which requires the building of
alliances for mutual benefit throughout an organization's business
network to sustain improvements and to create a competitive advantage.
The ultimate objective of the continuous improvement process is
a world-class organization with a distinct competitive advantage. The
characteristics of aWorld-Class Service Organization:
1. Accessibility Employees are available when needed,
easily approachable, and customer friendly. Whether
contact is in person or by electronic linkage, customers
receive the feeling that a responsible person will be
accessed during the time of need. Follow-up is performed
by the appropriate person(s) in the least possible time, and
frequency of contact is matched to need.
2. Competence Employees have the required skills and
knowledge and are proactive in demonstrating those skills to
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customers. Personnel are experienced and take
responsibility for effectively satisfying customers with the
highest possible quality. Business is conducted in an
organized and professional manner. In-house expertise is
available to support the continuous improvement process or
to interface with customers.
3. Attitude Personnel demonstrate a positive and flexible
attitude, with a commitment to constantly improve. They are
helpful, possess a can-do spirit, act with a sense of urgency
for the customer's importance, are courteous, cooperative,
and enthusiastic. The customer receives a feeling that
problems will get personal care and priority attention.
4. Communication Employees have an ingrained feeling that
the customer should be as well informed as they are, and
they strive to transmit all the information necessary to
sustain a superior relationship. Changes that affect the
business relationship-policies, procedures, organization,
new services-are shared with customers.
5. Credibility Employees demonstrate an aura of believability,
integrity, and trustworthiness. The services performed meet
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the customer's requirements as verified by periodic survey
checks. Personnel consistently behave in an ethical
manner. Business practices inspire trust and confidence.
6. Features / innovation The firm is on the leading edge in
introducing new services that are proactive, customer
friendly, and result in higher satisfaction and lower service
cycle times. Annual improvements are a part of standard
practices.
7. Responsiveness Employees are characterized by their
willingness to provide service to customers. Complaints are
resolved quickly and effectively. The customers possess a
feeling of fair treatment and thorough resolution to issues or
problems. Requests for information are handled in a timely
manner.
8. Tangible results The firm is noteworthy for physical
evidence of service that is documented and disseminated.
Effective solutions to specific customer needs can be
articulated by all employees. Services provided match the
commitments made to the customers. Quality improvement
is measured, and recognition is clearly connected to
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progress. (Poirier, Business Partnering for Continuous
Improvement: How to Forge Enduring Alliances Among
Employees, Suppliers, & Customers, Berrett-Koehler,
California, 1993)
Business success is dependent upon three equally critical
ingredients: quality, productivity, and profit improvement. If the ultimate
business objective is to sustain a competitive advantage, attaining that
position requires superior performances in all three areas. Poirier
further argues that advantage accrues because customers want to give
orders to an organization whose employees create and deliver
outstanding quality, at competitive costs, so productively that
satisfaction is ensured. A world-class firm wants to
"delight"
the
customer with the highest quality goods and services at a fair price and
to make a reasonable profit to cover survival, stockholder, and
reinvestment requirements. The customer receives quality when
required in the quantities necessary without delay or unnecessary
inventories, is serviced reliably, and receives a competitive price, while
the alliances formed as part of the business arrangement seek further
savings. The organization's suppliers perform to these same high
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standards and make a profit, so they remain in existence to provide
those standards in the future.
These requirements necessitate a complete improvement
process. Quality can be the central feature of the effort, but the need to
raise productivity and improve profitability simultaneously is essential.
According to Poirier, and also illustrated in Figure 2.1, The
Continuous Improvement Model, there are distinct levels of progression
associated with attaining continuous improvement, and the truly
successful improvement efforts in business evolve through these
stages: level 1 : Dedication, level 2: Sustenance, and level 3:
Continuity.
The model posits a three-part effort, beginning with the analysis
pictured in the outer ring, moving through the middle level, and finally
focusing on the elements in the inner ring.
To begin an improvement effort, it is necessary to first analyze
current organizational conditions to identify how improvement can
logically be interwoven with local systems and procedures to ensure
successful implementation. The outer ring (Phase 1) is primarily cultural
and represents the need to combine the central purposes and values of
the organization with the intentions of the improvement process. The
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Figure 2.1: THE CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT MODEL
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ring is divided up into two sections. The first section depicts the
objectives and strategies articulated by the senior management as they
seek to raise productivity and quality and improve profits-the three-part
focus so necessary for success. The second section of the ring shows
the organization's stance with respect to people, quality ofwork life, and
the value of individuals and group participation within the firm.
The middle ring (Phase 2) represents the four critical parts of the
analysis process that translate the objectives and strategies of
management into as action plan. These parts include:
A macroanalysis ofwhere the organization is with respect to quality,
productivity, and profit improvement
A microanalysis of what is driving, controlling, or constraining the
organization in all aspects of operations and job performance
A procedure for preparing the organization to make planned,
targeted improvements
An execution format that maximizes the synergistic effort and creates
positive results across the entire organization
The inner ring (Phase 3) involves the two factors necessary to
sustain the process and to ensure its future viability: an honest and
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frank critique of how the process is progressing and a set of
implementation instructions to ensure its continuance.
Phase 1 : Cultural Analysis
An improvement effort should start with a preliminary assessment
and understanding of how the process will function within the
organization's existing cultural framework. What is being initiated
should not impose contradictory values on the personnel involved; it is
much better to build the new values within the framework of the existing
culture than to impose dramatic change. If an organization needs
changing for survival and growth purposes, the continuous improvement
process will yield those changes as positive results are achieved.
The first assessment reviews exactly what senior management
wants to accomplish and how productivity, quality, and profit
improvement will become the critical three parts of the accomplishment
strategy. An important factor at this stage is that as objectives are
articulated, they must include all parts of the organization. If this
requirement is not met, the effort is doomed to be a short-term program,
most likely focused on reducing manufacturing costs and overhead.
From a cultural perspective, factors to be considered are the
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degree of importance the organization attaches to the role of people and
the objectives management wants to pursue in terms of quality of
working life. The most successful improvement efforts invariably include
a strong orientation toward the people aspects of the system they foster.
Underlying the pursuit of continuous improvement is one central
concept: At all times, all parts of the organization are seeking the best
that can be achieved in all aspects of job performance. It is necessary
to evaluate people factors. The primary objective must be to keep the
organization prime without jeopardizing its future potential. Rightsizing
must be maintained. The work load has to be kept as prime as the
number of employees; if it is not, the firm will fail to optimize
performance. When performance is optimized and benefits derived, it is
strongly recommended that a portion of those benefits be shared with
the people who contributed to the accomplishment.
Quality ofworking life involves the prevailing attitude the
organization has toward the role of all personnel-their value as
individuals and their contributions to the firm. Unless there is as much
dedication to the future value of employees as to keeping the
organization trim, there is no need for the type of three-part strategy
being proposed.
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One important output of the cultural portion of the model should
be a specific articulation by the CEO that details the purpose, scope,
and constituent elements of the improvement strategy. Inherent in that
message is a mission statement that reflects management posture with
respect to the elements of financial expectations, job performance, value
of employees, necessary achievements, customer orientation, and
organizational responsibilities. Quality, productivity, and profit
improvement should not be obscure concepts; they should be integrated
within the statement as basic parts of an ongoing change process that
eventually becomes normal business activity.
Phase 2: Development ofAction Plan
With the documentation of the mission statement, the
macroanalysis of the company should be started. This should be
performed from both an internal and external viewpoint. Internally,
some form of operational audit, employee evaluation, or management
overview should be conducted on each part of the organization. With
the information gathered from such an audit, evaluations against outside
benchmarks of industry norms should be used to establish stretch
measures of competitive performance. Progress to an improved
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position has to begin with a solid understanding ofwhere the business
is starting-intemally and externally. More demands should be placed
on those units that compare poorly with their peers than on ones that
are setting the industry standards.
The review phase should turn next to the specific areas
highlighted by the macro-overview. If the larger analysis, for instance,
shows a significant gap between desired and actual performance in a
certain area of the organization, the logical next step is to conduct a
microanalysis. Now a closer look is given to the particular area of
concern to determine what the real issues or problems are, what drives
the inherent processes, and where the opportunities are for
improvement. In this phase, those conducting the improvement program
should involve as many employees as appropriate.
The guiding philosophy must be that nothing is sacrosanct.
There can be no sacred cows as a microanalysis challenges the status
quo in the interest of making improvements. Senior management can
guide the review teams to specific areas needing improvement, but the
teams must be encouraged to look for themselves into all matters that
could lead to better performance. That means policy deployment-the
term used to describe the selection of issues and objectives on which to
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concentrate the improvement effort is top-down-should be started in a
top-down manner, but as good results are achieved, a bottom-up phase
should be encouraged.
Those conducting the improvement process begin serious
preparation for the implementation of the ideas and recommendations
generated by the action teams. Several crucial conditions must be in
place to ensure success:
The integration of productivity, quality, and cost improvement has
been clearly defined, and understood.
A commitment to improvement has been made by management and
related to specific targets throughout the organization.
The commitment and improvement procedures have been fully
explained to all employees.
Selected individuals have been trained to facilitate the team
processing that will take place.
Problem-solving training has been extensively conducted to prepare
employees for team processing.
Corrective action teams have been formed to work on the resolution
of high-priority issues, opportunities, and problems.
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A format has been established to ensure that the maximum possible
participation is attained, feedback is real and continuous, and progress
is constantly monitored and reported.
If the previous steps have been successfully accomplished, the
execution phase moves easily toward accomplishment. At the start of
this part of the effort, the processes has been reviewed with all
employees, the various business units have personnel trained to
facilitate team actions, problem-solving techniques are understood, and
a prioritized "starter
list"
of issues, opportunities, and problems is
available to initiate action. The remaining steps consist of:
Establishing appropriate methods for recognizing and rewarding
improvements to performance
Providing the necessary resources to the action teams
Setting stretch targets that are reasonable and challenging
Initiating the first action team processing
Modifying the procedures and techniques to make them more
effective
Rewarding all participants
Repeating the procedures on the next list of prioritized issues,
opportunities, and problems.
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Phase 3: Critique and Continuance
Phase 3 is based on two fundamental propositions: critiquing is a
valuable tool for improving performance, and a process requires a
planned procedure to ensure its continuance.
Critiquing requires managers to objectively review current
performance, the action teams, and results achieved. Done properly, a
critique isolates the elements that encouraged success and those that
inhibited it. Such review should be followed by changes and
improvements to lead to even greater effectiveness.
Continuance of the improvement process requires management
to squarely face five issues:
1 . How can a procedure be established to bring poor performers up to
the level of the high achievers?




3. How can the beliefs of the process be built into the existing culture?
4. How should new issues for the action teams be generated?
5. How should the process be tied into the establishment of annualized
improvements?
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The answers to these questions-and the procedural changes
they engenderhave to be gathered over a series of honest evaluation
sessions. During these sessions, the questions should be squarely
addressed, with no recriminations for frank responses. Only by
objectively and openly discussing what is being done both correctly and
incorrectly, by encouraging the maximum synergistic participation, and
by insisting that the process be followed throughout the organization will
the improvement effort continue and succeed.
In Phase 3, business partnering intersects with continuous
improvement. As the critical review and drive for continuance are
pursued, the necessity of building alliances around the positive aspects
of those efforts starts to come into focus. From the critique, an honest
evaluation of performance points out the problems that can be
addressed with appropriate alliances. As continuance issues are faced,
inhibiting attitudes appear that partnering efforts will be able to
overcome. Within this inner circle of the model, the realization occurs




In their book, Delivering Quality Service, Zeithaml, Parasuraman,
and Berry reiterate the teachings of the quality gurus. Service quality is
a central issue in America today. One reason is that America's
economy has become a service economy. Service accounts for
approximately three-fourths of the gross national product and nine out of
ten new jobs the economy creates. Virtually all organizations compete
to some degree on the basis of service. It is difficult to name even one
industry for which service matters are unimportant.
The central role for services in the American economy is a key
factor behind service quality's rising prominence as an institutional and
societal issue.
A second quality factor behind service quality's rising prominence
is that superior quality is proving to be a winning competitive strategy.
Leading companies are obsessed with service excellence. They
position their service to be different, to increase productivity, to earn
customer loyalty, to fan positive word-of-mouth advertising, and to seek
some shelter from price competition.
With service excellence, everyone wins. Customers win.
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Employees win. Management wins. Stockholders win. Communities
win. The country wins.
Strong management commitment to service quality energizes and
stimulates an organization to improved service performance. True
service leadership builds a climate for excellence that prevails
impediments to quality service that might exist. Mediocre service in
America is common, but it is not a given. In every single industry we
have examples of companies delivering superb service. Excellent
service is not a pipe dream; it is possible to overcome the conditions
that foster service mediocrity. The key is genuine service leadership at
all levels of an organization-leadership that offers the direction and
inspiration to sustain committed servers. (Delivering Quality Service:
Balancing Customer Perceptions and Expectations, Leonard L. Berry)
Service leaders come in all shapes and sizes. According to the
authors, here are some of the most important characteristics:
1 . Service vision. Service leaders see service quality as a success key.
They see service as integral to the organization's future, not as a
peripheral issue. They believe fundamentally that superior service is
a winning strategy, a profit strategy. Regardless of the markets
targeted, the menu of services offered, or the pricing policies
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followed, service leaders see quality of service as the foundation for
competing. Whatever the specifics of the vision, the idea of service
excellence is a central part.
2. High standards. True leaders aspire to legendary service; they
realize that good service may not be good enough to differentiate
their organization from other organizations. Service leaders are
zealous about doing the service right the first time. They value the
goal of zero defects, striving continually to improve the reliability of
service.
3. In-the-field leadership style. Service leaders lead in the field, where
the action is, rather than from their desks. They are visible to their
people, endlessly coaching, praising, correcting, cajoling,
sermonizing, observing, questioning, and listening. They emphasis
two-way, personal communications because they know this is the
best way to learn what is really going on in the field. Service leaders
also employ their hands-on approach to build a climate of teamwork
within the organization. They challenge the organizational unit to be
excellent in service, not just the individual employee, using the
influence of their offices to bring the team together frequently for
meetings, rallies, and celebrations.
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4. Integrity. One of the essential characteristics of service leaders is
personal integrity. The best leaders value doing the right thing-
even when inconvenient or costly. They place a premium on being
fair, consistent, and truthful-and, as a result, earn the trust of
associates. Service leaders recognize the impossibility of building a
service minded attitude in an organization whose management lacks
integrity. They recognize the interconnection between service
excellence and
employees'
pride and understand that
employees'
pride is shaped in part by their perceptions ofmanagement fairness.
Excellent service pays off because it creates true customers-
customers who are glad they selected a firm after the service
experience, customers who will use the firm again and sing the firm's
praises to others. Improved service in the eyes of customers pays off.
When service improvement investments lead to perceived service
improvement, quality becomes a profit strategy.
Executives striving to achieve a distinctive position and a
sustainable advantage in today's increasingly competitive business
world no doubt realize the importance of delivering superior quality
service by meeting or exceeding
customers'
expectations. Executives
who are truly dedicated to service quality must put in motion a
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continuous process for: (1) monitoring
customers'
perceptions of service
quality; (2) identifying the causes of service-quality shortfalls; and (3)
taking appropriate action to improve the quality of service.
Based upon the findings from the
authors'
exploratory phase of
research, a conceptual model linking customer-perceived quality
deficiencies to within-company gaps were developed.
Gaps 1 through 4 are the shortfalls within the service provider's
organization. Gap 5 denotes the service-quality shortfall perceived by
customers. The four key internal gaps that could contribute to poor




Gap 2: Management's Perceptions-Service-Quality
Specifications Gap
Gap 3: Service Quality Specifications-Service-Delivery Gap
Gap 4: Service DeliveryExternal Communications Gap
The first gap in the service-quality model: the difference between
what customers expect and what management perceives they expect,
sometimes occurs because companies overlook or underestimate the
need to fully understand
customers'
expectations. Despite a genuine
interest in providing service quality, many companies miss the mark by
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thinking inside out-they know what customers should want and deliver
thatrather than outside in. When this happens, companies provide
services that do not match
customers'
expectations: important features




research indicates that three conceptual factors
contribute to Gap 1 . These factors are (1 ) lack ofmarketing research
orientation, evidenced by insufficient marketing research, inadequate
use of research findings, and lack of interaction between management
and customers; (2) inadequate upward communication contact
personnel to management; and (3) too many levels ofmanagement
separating contact personnel from top managers.
Finding out what customers expect is essential to providing
service quality. Selected methods for understanding
customers'
expectations include strategic use of complaints, key client studies,
customer panels, and comprehensive expectations studies.
Understanding
customers'
expectations is the first step in
delivering high service quality. Once managers accurately understand
what customers expect, they face a second critical challenge: using this
knowledge to set service-quality standards for the organization.
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Management may not be willing (or able) to put the systems in place to
match or exceed
customers'
expectations. A variety of
factors-
including resource constraints, short-term profit orientation, market





expectations and the actual specifications they establish for service
delivery. Gap 2 is a wide gap in many companies.
The
authors'
extensive research on this gap identifies the four
conceptual factors which result in the following major reasons for Gap 2:
(1 ) inadequate commitment to service quality, (2) lack ofperception of
feasibility, (3) inadequate task standardization, and (4) absence ofgoal
setting.
In some cases management does understand
customers'
expectations and does set appropriate specifications (either informally
or formally), and still the service delivered by the organization falls short
ofwhat customers expect. The difference between service
specifications and the actual service delivery is the service -
performance gap: when employees are unable and/or unwilling to
perform the service at the desired level.
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Organizations offering services that are highly interactive, labor
intensive, and performed in multiple locations are especially vulnerable
to Gap 3. Opportunities for mistakes and misunderstandings exist when
service providers and customers interact: both customers and providers
experience and respond to each other's mannerisms, attitudes,
competencies, moods, and language.
Seven key conceptual factors contributing to Gap 3 include: (1 )
role ambiguity; (2) role conflict; (3) poor employee-job fit; (4) poor
technology-job fit; (5) inappropriate supervisory control systems leading
to an inappropriate evaluation/compensation system; (6) lack of
perceived control on the part of employees; and (7) lack of teamwork.
The fourth major cause of low service-quality perceptions
proposed by Berry is the gap between what a firm promises about a
service and what it actually delivers. Accurate and appropriate
company communication-advertising, personal selling, and public
relations that do not overpromise or misrepresent~is essential to
delivering services that customers perceive as high in quality. Because
company communications about services promise what people do, and
because people cannot be controlled the way machines that produce
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physical goods can be controlled, the potential for overpromising is
high.
Discrepancies between service delivery and external
communications, in the form of exaggerated promises and/or the
absence of information about service delivery aspects intended to serve
customers well, can powerfully affect
consumers'
perceptions of service
quality. The extensive research focusing on the providers side of the
gaps model indicate that two key conceptual factors contribute to Gap 4.
These factors are: (1 ) inadequate horizontal communication, particularly
among operations, marketing, and human resources, as well as across
branches; and (2) propensity to overpromise in communications.
Figure 2.2 illustrates the Conceptual Model of Service Quality.
Zeithaml, Parasuraman, and Berry designed SERVQUAL: An
instrument for measuring service quality. This instrument, applicable
across a broad spectrum of services, provides a basic skeleton through
its expectations/perceptions format encompassing statements for each
of their established five service-quality dimensions (tangibilities,
reliability, responsiveness, assurance, and empathy).
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All of the research cited in this study impacted on the design and,
ultimately, on the delivery of service. The professionally designed
questionnaire formulated for and utilized by Serv-Rite Corporation,
reflects the service quality dimensions established by the authors in
Delivering Quality Service. The gaps that may exist between employee
perceptions ofwhat customers want and what are the actual
expectations of the customers are identified. As with SERVQUAL, the
purpose of the instrument is to assist Serv-Rite achieve service




With a formalized business plan in practice, a clearly defined
mission statement, set goals and objectives in place, Serv-Rite
Corporation moved ahead in 1993 to poll their clients as to "How are we
doing?"
The guestionnaire was designed by a service consulting firm
specializing in food service quality measurement.
The questionnaire, (Appendix A), consisted of three sections,
(Part 1 ): Questions pertaining to level of satisfaction with Serv-Rite in
general, (Part 2): Twenty-seven questions, important to clients dealing
with a contract food management company, asking importance, as well as
satisfaction level of each question, and (Part 3): Questions pertaining to
perceptions of Serv-Rite.
Parts one and three provided space for written responses. As
surveys were returned, any problems or concerns noted were identified
and addressed. The results of Part 2 were not tabulated but filed for
future internal benchmarking.
In August 1994, for purposes of this case study, the questionnaire
was cosmetically redesigned for an internal and external customer survey.
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The external client survey can be found in Appendix B. The internal
employee survey is located in Appendix C. Correlational research was
tabulated with the SPSS system at Rochester Institute of Technology.
The survey data reveal the degree the corporate mission has been
fulfilled by each of the divisions.
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PROCEDURES
During the September 1994 impact players meeting, I explained my
project and intent of the case study and successfully generated middle
management encouragement and participation.
Direct mailing of the survey was distributed to present client
contacts the third week in September 1994. (Appendix D) During the first
two weeks in October, the questionnaire was distributed internally to
managers (Appendix E) for internal customers (Appendix F). Survey
responses were due back by October 21 , 1994 from both groups.
External clients were sent a follow-up letter on November 19, 1994,
with a response requested by December 3, 1 994. Responses returned
throughout the next quarter. Managers and impact players were asked to
encourage employee participation.
The employee sampling consists of:
Region Number of Employees Responses Percent
Binghamton 250 30 12%
Ithaca 100 28 28%
Rochester 200 41 21%
Miscellaneous 18
Total 550 117 21%
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The external client sampling consists of:
Region Number of Clients Responses Percent
Binghamton 144 71 50%
Ithaca 80 51 64%
Rochester 93 28 30%
Total 317 150 47%
External client responses surpassed internal customers by 26
percent. This may be attributed to the length of the questionnaire, lack of
encouragement for participation from unit manager, or the employee,
never experiencing this type of survey, could not relate to its importance
and refrained from answering.
Research was initially tabulated November 19, 1994, and finalized
May 1 , 1 995. The independent variables are the service methods used
by management to assure client satisfaction. The dependent variable is
customer satisfaction. The intervening variable is the ability of
management to implement a successful service plan.
Correlational research in the present perspective is done for




From Part Two of the questionnaire, nine of twenty-seven
questions which showed significant gaps or significant congruence were
selected for analysis. The data comparison reflects the importance of the
question to level of satisfaction with Serv-Rite. The charted results were
examined for possible gaps between the employee population and
manual (cafeteria/dining services) clients, vending clients, and corporate
clients who are provided with both manual and vending services. The
employee questionnaire explained that Part Two questions were designed
to include areas that Serv-Rite clients have told the company were
important to them. The employees were asked to indicate how important
each question was to the client and to rate their (client) perceived
satisfaction level. The internal and external client tabulated responses
consist of data collected from three regional areas of operation.
What follows here are those responses that show discernible and
significant differences from various groups.
Question 1 : Quality of cafeteria food (page 64)
CHART 1: importance CHART 2: satisfaction
Employees, cafeteria clients and accounts with both cafeteria and
vending all agreed that quality of cafeteria food was very important. The
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widest variance was 13%. More than 50% of vending clients had no
opinion, which is conceivable since they do not have a cafeteria.
Even though an average of 86% of all respondents felt the
question was very important, only 44% of employees and clients are very
satisfied. Somewhat satisfied reflects 47% employee satisfaction, 22%
cafeteria clients, and 39% combination accounts.
Since both employees and clients do not average a high
satisfaction level, the company may want to examine overall food quality
within their cafeteria operations. Focus groups and food committees may
be present at some locations, but may be required in other accounts.
Mystery shopper system and surveys may provide insight as to areas of
concern. Introduction of new and innovating food ideas may be lacking.
Question 3: Cleanliness of the cafeteria (page 65)
CHART 3: importance CHART 4: satisfaction
Eighty-six percent of employees felt cleanliness of the cafeteria
was important as well as 91% of the combination account clients.
Surprisingly, only 67% of manual accounts felt this was important.
Vending clients reflected 51% no opinion.
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Satisfaction levels found 50% of employees perceived satisfaction
as compared to 22.2% manual clients and 34.4% combination clients.
Somewhat satisfied reflected little variance.
Top management should examine the cleanliness within each
operation. Identifying problem accounts may require a structured
cleaning schedule and frequent inspections may be warranted.
Question 7: Reliability of vending equipment (page 67)
Chart 5: importance Chart 6: satisfaction
Over 66% of manual clients had no opinion. Both vending clients
and combination accounts averaged 88% importance level. Seventy-one
percent of employees felt reliability of vending equipment was important.
Even though many found the question to show importance, there
were low "very
satisfied"
levels; employees 1 9%, vending 28%, and
combination 34%. "Somewhat
satisfied"
reflects employees 33%, vending
43%, and combination 38%. The 1993 survey noted poor reliability levels
of vending equipment as per client responses. Few gaps between
employees and clients and consistent low satisfaction levels leads one to
believe management must continually monitor machine reliability,
mechanic performance levels, and repair turn-around time.
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No Opinion Neither Very
Not at All Somewhat
Responses
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Question 14: Support from Off-Site S/R Management (page 69)
Chart 7: importance Chart 8: satisfaction
Eighty-three percent to ninety-three percent of each customer felt
support from management was somewhat to very important.
Sixty percent of manual and combination clients were very
satisfied. Forty-two percent of vending clients were very satisfied and
only thirty-four percent of employees were very satisfied. Few gaps were
found as far as "somewhat
satisfied"
percentages.
This question can be misleading. One can not derive whether the
off-site management personnel is the unit supervisor or the top
management team. Management may visit manual accounts more
frequently in comparison to vending operations, hence the 1 8% variance
in satisfaction level. Employees may not interact with off-site
management and the degree of client contact may be unknown. This may
be reflected in their responses.
Monthly client meetings are required of unit supervisors with their
client contact. A positive working relationship should reveal whether a
client requires additional management team support. A lack of support
may be detrimental to maintaining an account, and can ultimately cause a
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CHART 8 OFF-SITE MANAGEMENT SUPPORT (satisfaction)
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severance in the relationship. In this case, client exit interviews may
provide insight that can be utilized to avoid future problems in existing
accounts.
Question 15: Working relationship with manager (page 71)
Chart 9: importance Chart 10: satisfaction
Employee and vending clients had no gaps as far as importance
and only 6% in satisfaction levels with 47% and 53% respectively.
Employee responses might reflect a traditional definition of "boss-
employee"
relationship rather than any sort of allegiance to a team.
Vending clients do not have a manager on site which most likely is
reflected in their responses.
Manual and combination accounts both reflected 89% importance
levels and 89% to 81 % satisfaction levels. These clients overall are very
pleased with management. In comparison to employees, there is a 40%
gap. The employee responses can reflect overall dislike of a direct
manager, unit supervisor, or the company. Top management may want to
investigate further employee concerns. As Ken Blanchard states in
Chapter 2, pay attention to internal and external customers. Take care of
your internal customers for they take care of the external customers.
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CHART 10 WORKING RELATIONSHIP WITH MANAGER (satisfaction)
100
o J
No Opinion Neither Very








The structure of questions fifteen, seventeen and eighteen may
have made it difficult for employees to be objective.
Employees'
experiences may override the need to be objective.
Question 17: Manager understands your needs (page 73)
Chart 11: importance Chart 12: satisfaction
No gaps were found in importance levels. Everyone felt this was
an important question. Satisfaction levels reflected 30% gaps between
employees and manual clients and combination accounts. No gaps were
found between employees and vending clients.
Since management is on-site at manual and combination accounts,
good client relations may be reinforced. Employee responses may reflect
personal experiences with management, or low employee morale may be
manifest. An analysis of internal relationships may be warranted.
Vending clients were only 45% satisfied with management understanding
their needs. It is important for top management to increase this
satisfaction level. It appears the vending department requires attention
overall in management support. Perhaps with further analysis, more
focus may be given within a particular region.
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No Opinion Neither Very
Not at All Somewhat
Responses
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Question 18: Extent to which the Manager understands your
expectations (page 74)
Chart 13: importance Chart 14: satisfaction
Minimal gaps are found as far as importance levels. Generally,
each category felt this question to be of importance. Very few gaps found
between employees and manual and vending clients as far as very
satisfied. Combination account clients felt 69% of Serv-Rite managers
understood their expectations. This was a wide gap compared to only
23% employee perception.
Top management should note how important both employees and
corporate clients feel that the manager understands their needs and
expectations. Satisfaction levels may improve with focus groups, frequent
team meetings, client meetings, and employee evaluations.
Question 19: Extent to which the Manager understands the
goals, objectives & mission of your firm (page 76)
Chart 15: importance Chart 16: satisfaction
Vending clients reflect only 44% importance level. Employee
responses of 63% show a minute gap with 70% manual clients.
Combination accounts vary slightly with a 50% level of importance.
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CHART 15 UNDERSTANDS GOALS*OBJECTIVES*MISSION (importance)
No Opinion Neither Very














No Opinion Neither Very
Not at All Somewhat
Responses
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Satisfaction levels are consistently low. Employee "very
satisfied"
39% results shows little variance between 33% manual clients and 28%
vending clients. Combination clients were the most satisfied at 63%. The
"somewhat
satisfied"
responses varied from 22% to 44%.
Total Quality Management practices within the
clients'
environment
may put more demands on vendors. As a food contractor, understanding
the
clients'
goals, objectives and mission might reinforce business
alliances.
Question 20: Extent to which the food service department
contributes to fulfilling the goals, objectives, and mission of
your firm, (page 78)
Chart 17: importance Chart 18: satisfaction





levels for each customer.
Large gaps were found in satisfaction levels. Employees reflected
44% "very
satisfied"
contributions while manual clients only suggested
11% contribution levels, and vending clients were 21% fulfilled.
Combination accounts felt a 55% contribution level of fulfillment.
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CHART 18 FULFILLS GOALS*OBJECTIVES*MISSION OF FIRM (satisfaction)
No Opinion Neither Very







Thirty-two percent of employees felt "somewhat satisfaction", while
sixty-seven percent manual clients were
"somewhat"
satisfied.
Both external and internal customers feel it is important to
understand and fulfill the goals, objectives, and mission of the external
customer.
In January 1995, T.E.A.M. (TogetherEveryone Achieves More)
Serv-Rite Training Program was introduced. The intent of this program is
to enhance employee awareness of interpersonal relationships critical to
the Serv-Rite business plan and growth of the company. Partnerships in
Excellence (Appendix G), reinforces T.E.A.M. effort for positive results.
Continuous training program commitment and customer communication
combined with a strong business plan fulfillment is a winning combination




Food service contractors are expected to provide 1 00% customer
satisfaction to their clients. Striving to meet this challenge, Serv-Rite
Corporation has developed yearly business plans outlining their mission
statement, goals, and objectives.
In 1993, the client contacts were surveyed to measure quality
service levels. Written responses were reviewed and addressed. In
1994, for purposes of this study, both internal and external customers
were sent questionnaires in efforts to gather information between key
contacts and employees to determine if gaps exist between corporate
clients expectations and employee perceptions in regard to quality
performance.
Research was gathered with a food service quality questionnaire.
The external customers were existing clients. The internal customers




Serv-Rite has formulated a business plan to outline their mission,
goals, and objectives. To successfully implement this plan, all
departments must be involved in the process. Each internal customer
should be capable of identifying and adapting to
customers'
needs.
The impact players should be utilized to focus on quality
improvements and maintenance. Emphasis must be made on high quality
performances and continuous reinforcement.
Utilizing the business plan to outline the company's total quality
practices provides a sound base for growth when maximized. In review of
the data, the researcher concludes the hypothesis to be correct as stated.
Gaps were present within Serv-Rite Corporation between the
internal and external clients. To become the premier food service
provider within New York State, it is this researcher's recommendations
that the Impact Players Team consider on the following:
1 . Customer Surveys distributed on a yearly basis. Tabulation of the
results should be used to identify gaps. Team leaders may then
concentrate their efforts to minimize gaps within their operations. The
surveys may also be utilized to identify what other needs and
expectations may be sought by the client.
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2. Internal benchmarking. Yearly data may be used to establish
guidelines for operations. Identification of a premier account as the
showcase model for each operational unit may be useful.
Implementing standards and monitoring their success is crucial.
3. Formation of Quality Teams. Presently, focus groups are utilized in
some manual accounts. Parent company executives may want to form
focus groups in each unit of operation. Quality teams can also be
formulated with similar business clients as team members. Employee
and manager combination teams can be utilized for engineering ideas,
as well as assisting business plan implementation and maintenance.
4. Corporate Training. Employee training programs have already been
implemented. Continuous training is a must. It is crucial that each
employee becomes familiar with and understands the corporate
mission, goals, and objectives. Serv-Rite should train for and
encourage employee empowerment.
5. External Benchmarking. As corporate leaders focus on internal
benchmarking, a contracted consulting firm may gather information on
competitors. This comparison on quality will help Serv-Rite plan their
strategies for growth.
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The door is open for contract feeders. To keep on track, Serv-Rite
and other food service providers must identify with internal and external
customers. Elimination of gaps can take the food service contract feeder
successfully into the twenty first century and to provide higher levels of
service for their clients!
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"Help Us Sen>e You
Belter"
We're interested in your candid opinion of the services provided by Sen-Rite Corporation to your
company. Please answer all the questions and add any comments or suggestions which will help us serve you
better. Thank you.
Part 1: The following questions pertain to your level of Satisfaction with Serv-Rite in general. Please
check the appropriate box and explain your rating in terms of what you expect from Serv-Rite and how Sen-Rite
performs relative to those expectations.
A. Serv-Rite's overall performance.
J> jf-jfif
? a a a a a
B. The Cafeteria food service. a a a a a a
C. The Vending services. a a a ? a a
D. The Food Service Manager's overall performance
a a a ? a a
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Part 2: The following are areas that Serv-Rite clients, like yourself, have told us are important to
them when dealing with a contract food service management company. Please check the appropriate
boxes, indicating how important each item is to you when dealing with Serv-Rite and your level of
satisfaction with Serv-Rite in terms of each item. Importance Satisfaction
Cafeteria Services
1. Quality of cafeteria food. 000000 000000
2. Cafeteria menu variety. 000000 000000
3. Cleanliness of the cafeteria. QQQOQQ QQQQQQ
4. Overall employee/staff satisfaction with the cafeteria QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
service.
Vending Services
5. Quality of the food offered through vending. QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
6. Variety of the food offered through vending. QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
7. Reliability of the vending equipment. QOQQQO QQQQQQ
8. Overall satisfaction with the vending services. QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
Catering Services
9. Overall satisfaction with the catering services.
aoaoaa aaaaaa
Food Service Manager's Performance
10. Professional appearance of the Food Service QQQOQQ QQQQQQ
Manager.
11. Professional appearance of the food service QQQOQQ QQQQQQ
employees.
12. Value per "dining
dollar"
of the food service program. aoaoaa
13. Introduction of new revenue producing program. QQQQQQ 000000
14. Support from Serv-Rite off-site management QQQQQQ QOQQQO
personnel.
15. Your working relationship with the Food Service QQQQQQ QOQQQO
Manager.
16. Your working relationship with the Area Director QQQQQQ QOQQQO
(Manager's Supervisor).
17. The extent to which the Food Service Manager QQQQQQ QOQQQO
understands your needs.
18. The extent to which the Food Service Manager QQQQQQ QOQQQO
understands your expectations.
19. The extent to which the Food Service Manager QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
understands the goals, objectives, and mission of your firm.
20. The extent to which the food service department QQQOQQ QQQOQQ
contributes to fulfilling the goals, objectives, and mission
of your firm.
21. Competence of the Food Service Manager. QQQQQQ QQQOQQ
22. Accessibility of the Food Service Manager. QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
23. Creativity of the Food Service Manager. QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
24. Flexibility of the Food Service Manager. QQQQQQ OQOQQO
25. Follow-through of the Food Service Manager. QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
26. Ability of the Food Service Manager to train and
motivate QQQQQQ QQQQQQ
personnel to deliver high quality service.
27. The extent to which the Food Service Manager pro-activelyQ QQQOQ QQQQQQ
identifies and solves problems.
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Is there anything else not included in Part 2 that is important to you when dealing with a contract
food service management Firm? Please list and rate both the importance of each item and your level of
satisfaction with Serv-Rite.
Part 3: The following questions pertain to your perceptions of Serv-Rite. Please check the appropriate boxes
and explain your rating.
A. To what extent does Serv-Rite help your firm fulfill its mission?
Q Very helpful Q Somewhat helpful Q Not very helpful Q Not at all helpful Q No opinion/Don't know
How does/could Serv-Rite help your firm fulfill its mission?
B. Do you, or would you, recommend Serv-Rite to your friends and colleagues?
Q Definitely recommend Q Recommend with reservations Q Definitely not recommend Q No opinion/Don't know
Please explain
C. What, in your estimation, are Serv-Rite's greatest strengths?What does Serv-Rite do best?
D. What areas, if any, need improvement?









We're interested in your candid opinion of the services provided by Serv-Rite Corporation to your company.
Please answer all the questions and add any comments or suggestions which will help us serve you better. Thank you.
Part 1: The following questions pertain to your level of satisfaction Serv-Rite in general. Please check the
appropriate box and explain your rating in terms of what you expect from Serv-Rite and how Serv-Rite performs
relative to those expectations.




D D D D D
B. The Cafeteria food service. D D ? ? ?
C. The Vending services. ? ? ? ? ?
D. The Food Service or Vending Manager's overall performance. ? ? ? ? ?
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Part 2: The following are areas that Serv-Rite clients, like yourself, have told us are important to
them when
dealing with a contract food service management company. Please check the appropriate boxes, indicating how
impor


























Q D D D D
D D D D D
D O D D D
D D D D D
Cafeteria Services:
1. Quality of cafeteria food.
2. Cafeteria menu variety.
3. Cleanliness of the cafeteria.
4. Overall employee/staff satisfaction with
the cafeteria service.
Vending Services:
5. Quality of the food offered through vending.
6. Variety of the food offered through vending.
7. Reliability of the vending equipment
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D D D D D
Q D D D D
D D D O D
D D D D D
D D D D D
D D D D D
D D D D D
D D D D D
D D D D D
Catering Services:
9. Overall satisfaction with the catering services. D D D D D
D D ? D a i
















D D D D D i
D D D D D i
D D ? D a i
D D D D a i
D D D a D i
d d o a a
a a a n n
d a a d d
a d d a ?
n D d d a
D D D D D
a d d a d
n d a a d
Food Service Manager's or Vending Manager's Performance^
0. Professional appearance of the Food Service or
Vending Manager.
1. Professional appearance of the food service
employees.
2. Value per "dining
dollar"
of the food service program.
3. Introduction of new revenue producing programs.
4. Support from Serv-Rite off-site management
personnel.
Yourworking relationship with the Food Service/
Vending Manager.
Your working relationship with the Area Director
(Manager's Supervisor).
The extent towhich the Food ServiceA'endingManager
understands your needs.
8. The extent towhich the Food ServiceA'endingManager
understands your expectations.
9. The extent towhich the Food ServiceA'endingManager
understands the goals, objectives, and mission
of your firm.
20. The extent to which the food service department
contributes to fulfilling the goals, objectives, and
mission of your firm.
21. Competence of the Food ServiceA'ending Manager.
22. Accessibility of the Food ServiceA'ending Manager.
23. Creativity of the Food ServiceA'ending Manager.
24. Flexibility of the Food ServiceA'ending Manager.
25. Follow-through of the Food ServiceA'endingManager.
26. Ability of the Food SeniceAending Manager to train and
motivate personnel to deliver high quality service.
27. The extent to which the Food ServiceA'ending Manager
pro-actively identifies and solves problems.
D D D D D
















D D D D a
D D D D a
D D D D a
D D D D D
D a D a a
d a d n a
D D D ? ?
a n D D D
a a a D D
a a D D a
D D D a D
D D D D a
a n ? d a
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Is there anything else not included in Part 2 that is important to you when dealing with a contract food service





D D D D D
D D D D D
D D ? D D




D D D D D
a a d n a
d a d d a
o ? d d a
Part 3: The following questions pertain to your perceptions of Serv-Rite. Please check the appropriate boxes and
explain your rating.
A. To what extent does Serv-Rite help your firm fulfill its mission?
? Very helpful ? Somewhat helpful D Not very helpful ? Not at all helpful ? No opinion/Don't know
How doeVcould Serv-Rite help your firm fulfill its mission?
B. Do you, or would you, recommend Serv-Rite to your friends and colleagues?
? Definitely recommend ? Recommend with reservations ? Definitely not recommend ? No opinion/Don't know
Please explain
C. What, in your estimation, are Serv-Rite's greatest strengths? What does Serv-Rite do best?
D. What areas, if any, need improvement?
E. Serv-Rite provides numerous services. Please check all services you are familiar with:
D Manual D Vending D Coffee Service ? Inhouse Catering ? Special Event Catering








We're interested in your candid opinion of the services you provide for our customers. Please answer all the ques
tions and add any comments or suggestions which will help us serve our customers better. Thank you.
Part 1: The following questions pertain to your opinion of the level of Satisfaction you feel we provide. Please
check the appropriate box and explain your rating in terms ofwhat you feel the customer expects from Serv-Rite and
how Serv-Rite performs relative to those expectations.
How do you think our customers rate:
A. Serv-Rite's overall performance.
f ^ -tf
> o ,o ^C
? ? ? ? D
B. The Cafeteria food service. ? ? ? ? ?
C. The Vending services. ? ? ? ? ?
D. The Food Service or Vending Manager's overall performance. ? ? ? ? D
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Part 2: The following are areas that Serv-Rite clients have told us are important to them when dealing with a
contract food service management company. Please check the appropriate boxes, indicating how important you think
each item is to them and what you think their satisfaction level with Serv-Rite is for that item.
IMPORTANCE SATISFACTION
Cafeteria Services:
D D D D D 1. Quality of cafeteria food.
D Q D D D 2. Cafeteria menu variety.
D D D D D 3. Cleanliness of the cafeteria.






? D D D D
? ? ? D ?
? ? ? D ?
? ? ? D D
D D ? D D
D ? ? D ?
D ? ? D ?
D ? ? ? ?
Vending Services:
5. Quality of the food offered through vending.
6. Variety of the food offered through vending.
7. Reliability of the vending equipment.
8. Overall satisfaction with the vending services.
? ? ? D ?
D ? ? D D
? D D ? ?
D ? ? ? ?
D ? ? ? D
Catering Services:
9. Overall satisfaction with the catering services. D D ? ? D
D D ? D ?
















D D ? ? ?
? D ? ? ?
? D D ? ?
D ? D ? ?
? ? D ? D
? ? ? ? ?
D D D ? D
? D ? D ?
D ? ? D D
D D ? D ?
? ? ? D D
? ? ? D D
? D ? D D
Food Service Manager's or VendingManager's Performance^
10. Professional appearance of the Food Service or
Vending Manager.
11. Professional appearance of the food service
employees.
12. Value per "dining
dollar"
of the food service program.
13. Introduction of new programs.
14. Support from Serv-Rite off-site management
personnel.
15. Their working relationship with the Food Service/
Vending Manager.
16. Theirworking relationship with the Area Director
(Manager's Supervisor).
17. The extent towhich the Food ServiceA'endingManager
understands the client's needs.
18. The extent towhich the Food ServiceA'ending Manager
understands the client's expectations.
19. The extent towhich the Food ServiceA'endingManager
understands the goals, objectives, and mission
of the client's company.
20. The extent to which the food service department
contributes to fulfilling the goals, objectives, and
mission of the client's company.
21. Competence of the Food ServiceA'ending Manager.
22. Accessibility of the Food ServiceA'ending Manager.
23. Creativity of the Food ServiceA'endingManager.
24. Flexibility of the Food ServiceA'endingManager.
25. Follow-through of the Food ServiceA'endingManager.
26. Ability of the Food ServiceA'ending Manager to train and
motivate you to deliver high quality service.
? D ? ? ?
















D ? ? ? D
D ? ? D ?
? ? ? D ?
? D D ? ?
? ? ? D D
D D ? ? D
? D ? D D
? ? D D ?
? D ? ? ?
? a a ? d
? D ? D D
? ? ? ? D
27. The extent to which the Food ServiceA'ending Manager
pro-actively identifies and solves problems.
D ? ? ? ?
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Is there anything else not included in Part 2 that is important to your customers? Please
list and rate both the
importance of each item and how well we satisfy the customers in that area.
IMPORTANCE
/
? D ? ? ?
? ? ? ? D
? ? ? D D













? D D a D
n D D ? ?
n ? ? D a
D a ? D a
Part 3: The following questions pertain to your perceptions of Serv-Rite. Please check the appropriate boxes and
explain your rating.
A To what extent does Serv-Rite help you fulfill your career goals?
D No opinion/Don't know ? Not very helpful ? Somewhat helpful ? Very helpful ? Not at all helpful
How does/could Serv-Rite help you fulfill your career goals?
Do you, or would you, recommend Serv-Rite to your friends if they were looking for a job?
D No opinion/Don't know ? Definitely not recommend ? Recommend with reservations ? Definitely recommend
Please explain
C. What, in your estimation, are Serv-Rite's greatest strengths?What does Serv-Rite do best?
D. What areas, if any, need improvement?
E. Serv-Rite provides numerous services. Please check all services you are familiar with:
? Manual ? Vending ? Coffee Service ? Inhouse Catering ? Special Event Catering
F. What parts of the 1994 Business Plan are you familiar with? Check all that apply:
? Serv-Rite's Mission Statement D Goals
,
D Objectives D Gain-Maintain-Retain Philosophy
G. How long have you been part of the Serv-Rite Team? .Years Months
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